


















The National Archives
letter Pilot RAF Tornado
Copy of a letter from the pilot of the RAF Tornado, 12 March 2003, responding to questions about the incident in 1990.



































The National Archives
UFO Magazine D.Clarke
UFO Magazine article by David Clarke and Andy Roberts describing a possible explanation for the incident as a sighting of the Russian Proton-Gorizont rocket body which re-entered the Earth’s atmosphere at the relevant time on 5 November 1990 and was widely reported across central Europe.









The National Archives
UFO Magazine R.Foxhall
Copy of UFO Magazine article by Richard Foxhall describing his research into the RAF Tornado incident and his correspondence with the MoD.









































































The National Archives
UFO Policy ADGE
Discussion between DAS and DAO/ADGE January 2001 on UFO policy. ADGE agree to continue offering advice on cases reported by credible witnesses where analysis of air defence radar is required.









The National Archives
live scrambles air defence
Loose Minute from DAO 3 January 2001 summarises number of live scrambles involving air defence aircraft pre and post Cold War. Before 1989 scrambles occurred on a daily basis. Since 1989 this had fallen to just two or three times per year.















The National Archives
DAO responsibility
Loose Minute 15 December 2000 summarises DAO responsibility: Air Defence staff “do not investigate reports in depth and our enquiries are usually very cursory in nature.” Reports by aircrew cannot be released to the public “as they may fall into the hands of potential adversaries” but “there are no instances on record of anything other than man-made aircraft being intercepted.”



























rsimpson
Sticky Note
Loose Minute from DAO to DAS, 30 October 2000 summarising Air Defence knowledge of the RAF Tornado incident: records covering the period were destroyed “some time ago”.  Map showing the route taken by the crew Annexe A (p93). At p91 DAO Wing Commander writes: “…there is no record of any air defence aircraft employed on any air defence mission ever having intercepted, identified or photographed an object of an extra-terrestrial nature.”



































The National Archives
Signal RAF Tornado
Copy of signal from crew of RAF Tornado reporting UFO sighting over North Sea, 5 November 1990.
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